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Our innovative, aluminium  
frame system promises high  
quality and broad flexibility to 
create customisable presentation 
furniture.
What is the secret to successful, functional presentation solutions with high 
design standard?  The best ideas impress with their simplicity and the use of 
high quality materials.

square is made of various aluminium profiles and connecting nodes which 
gives a high level of design freedom to create presentations furniture 
according to your needs.  Use the flexibility with square to plan your 
presentation areas based on your vision and needs.
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Our square frame system is 
available in matt black or stainless 
steel look.

The new shop & presentation system square impresses with 
its filigree design of thin aluminium profiles and connecting 
nodes. While the aluminium profiles and connecting nodes 
are available in matt black painted pearl surface or in 
stainless steel look, the inserts are available in elegant  
white wood veneer.
 
For larger order quantities, other high quality surfaces 
are possible.  Various components allow individual set up 
elements and different placement options for the versatile 
presentation of goods of all kinds.

Contact our shop furnishing experts to realise your shop 
planning and furnishing needs.
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Revolving  
display case

Illuminated LED display case for 4 x 3 Basic-Plus inserts 
(half size), with extendable presentation surface, 4 
lockable safety glass doors, manually rotatable.
 
The showcases are available with adjustable feet, or 
with covered industrial castors behind a socket cover.  
The cable length is approximately 1,5 m.  

On request, your logo or imagery of your product 
collection can be printed onto the panels.
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Glass showcase

The glass display showcase with a spacious presentation 
surface is made of high-quality safety glass and has a lockable 
door. The base cabinet is made of white wood veneer and has 
two lockable, spacious storage compartments.
 
The showcases are available with adjustable feet, or with 
covered industrial castors behind a socket cover.  The cable 
length is approximately 1,5 m.  

On request, your logo or imagery of your product collection 
can be printed onto the panels.

Showing your products in the best possible light: Kling 
offers professional and sales promoting lighting solutions.  
Incorporating state of the art technology, high quality and 
long lasting lighting solutions such as LED tubes, LED built in 
lights, LED bar lights or LED spots.

„Your personal sales manager 
will be happy to assist with 
the configuration of your 
customised showcases.“
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Ringobars

Our Ringobars display units are available 
in both open or closed versions. Whilst the 
closed version has lockable storage spaces, 
the open version allows an unobstructed 
view of the security elements.  

Both versions feature space for 90 secured 
rings and are available with adjustable feet 
or with lockable industrial castors.

On request, your logo or imagery of your 
ring collection can be printed onto the 
panels.
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Counter  
display case

The counter showcase, made with thin aluminium profiles in a stainless steel 
look, offers a high level of presentation surface and the perfect viewpoint to the 
products being displayed.  The presentation case is protected by high quality 
safety glass.

The counter showcase features spacious storage in the base unit, with fixed 
shelves and two lockable doors.

On request, your logo or imagery of your ring collection can be printed onto the 
panels.

We will be happy to assist you regarding  
the configuration of your counter showcases.
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Custom branding 
through printing

Kling offers several possibilitites for the branding of 
your counters and showcases through printing.  During 
a personal meeting, we will discuss and identify your 
individual needs, and thereafter present the print 
possibilities and their various advantages:

Digital printing
Large and sharp logo printing, even onto structured 
surfaces.

Foil labelling
Foil labelling can be easily replaced and is particularly 
cost effective to produce and apply onto surfaces.

3D lettering
High quality lettering and logos in 3D can be fabricated 
in plastic, metal or Mylar foil, to add depth and visual 
interest to your logo and branding.
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